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Train hand hygiene, 
protect health.

We Have Chemistry



Even experienced professionals 
make unintentional mistakes when 
performing hand hygiene. ___

Your hands are your most important tool, 
whether you use them to perform life-saving 
surgery, to disinfect a medical device, to 
administer medicine or to comfort a patient.

All healthcare staff play an equally essential 
part in providing a safe environment for 
patients. 

The health of patients is in your hands. 

That is why it is so important that your   
hands are free from contamination before 
putting them to good use.

But how can you be sure that your hands are 
free from contamination, when contamination 
is invisible? How can you know that what you 
cannot see, is in fact not there?

The problem



Often forgotten

Very often forgotten

Using the power of 
colour, DesiCoach® 2Go 

visualises your hand 
hygiene process so 

that mistakes can 
be avoided.

DesiCoach® 2Go has been developed 
to reassure you. Where a UV-box only 

shows you the mistakes you make, 
DesiCoach® 2Go empowers you to 

improve instantly and continuously by 
taking matters into your own hands. 

Incorporating a plant-based colourant, 
DesiCoach® 2Go shows you how well you 

are disinfecting your hands, and points 
out areas on your hands that require 

further attention. This way you can 
make sure that your hands are truly 

free from contamination.

The solution



Order 
 
Order one DesiCoach® 2Go  
box which contains 25 sessions 
and a participation form. 

Each DesiCoach® 2Go session 
contains 2 x 4ml sachets, plus  
an individual access code for  
the interactive instructions.

DesiCoach® 2Go

Getting started

Distribute 
 
Distribute the DesiCoach® 2Go   
sessions to your team. 

Use the participation form to assign 
access codes. You can track who 
has finished their training on the 
evaluation page.

Step 1

Step 2



Train 
 
Your team now trains individually 
in their own time or during a 
scheduled group session.

The results of each training 
session are 100% anonymous. 
Participation, on the other hand, 
is always recorded.

Evaluate 
 
The participation form gives the  
administrator digital access to  
review and analyse the results   
via a password-protected website.

You can download, save and print  
the anonymous training results.   
This way you can easily fulfill   
your documentation obligations.

Step 3

Step 4



Step 1
Apply the DesiCoach® 2Go 
colouriser to your hands 
and rub in. 

Step 2
Your hands will 
start to turn pink 
after the colouriser 
has dried.

Step 3
Look for any missed 
areas and follow the 
digital prompts to 
improve your hand 
hygiene practice.  

DesiCoach® 2Go

The Training

1 min



Step 4
Apply the DesiCoach® 
2Go decolouriser to your 
hands and rub in, using 
the prompts from Step 3.

Step 5
See your hand 
hygiene practice 
improve. 

Step 6
Receive your  
training result.





Ingredients

Skin-friendly colourants
 ___

 
The colourant in DesiCoach® 2Go is 100% plant-based. It is found in 
blackberries, raspberries, and cherries amongst others. There are  
no intolerances to this natural substance.

The usability and skin compatibility of DesiCoach® 2Go has been  
tested and confirmed by several independent institutes.

In order to achieve comparable properties to your preferred hand  
hygiene product, DesiCoach® 2Go is based on similar ingredients: 

Alcohol, water and re-greasing agents.

Plant-based 
colourants

Allergen-free Dermatologically 
tested

Certified as a
cosmetic product





01
The training brings hand  
hygiene more into focus of  
our perception.  
 
As a result, we are reminded  
to perform hand hygiene  
more often.

02
The training emphasises the  
importance of hand hygiene  
for infection protection. The  
implicit message:  
 
“In my establishment hand  
hygiene is extremely important!”

Hygiene training & compliance

Regular training  
increases compliance.
 
 
Observational studies have shown that the relative frequency    
of hand hygiene increases significantly after training.

All in all, the training increases motivation for regular     
disinfection tremendously.
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